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“A Nation resides in its Culture & in the hearts
and the soul of its people”
- Mahatma Gandhi

About Us
The Centre of Excellence for Art & Culture in
partnership with the National Skill Development
Council, Govt. of India, has embarked on an
aspirational plan of exploring opportunities in the
field of arts.

Vision
To create a Centre of Excellence for awareness,
study, teaching, performance, research &
documentation of the arts, from India and Abroad.

Mission
Objectives
To give exposure to various
training programmes
conducted by appropriate
experts in the field.
To make available basic to
advanced certified courses for
skill development.

To prepare certified course templates & content for
fine & performing arts for MESC (Media and
Entertainment Skill Council) under NSDC (National
Skill Development Council).
To create a centre for learning and teaching art
forms.
To establish a centre of research into both present
and fading areas of art and cultural history.
To bring out quality publications & productions.
To build a documentation & archiving centre for the
arts.
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Media Entertainment Skill Council is looking at a revolution and evolution of the Educational system in India,
emphasizing on Skill Based Knowledge and Development. Shasun Jain College has always believed in Going
Beyond to provide Holistic Education that would empower women. Hence mission and passion comes together to
augment India’s Growth and Global Presence. I assure that the Centre of Excellence at Shasun College will
definitely skill the students with Industry standards.
Sri Abhaya Srisrimal Jain – Secretary

Shri Shankarlal Sundarbai Shasun Jain College has been aiming at empowering Women, by giving them not just
academic degrees but training makes them life ready and industry smart. The holistic programs designed by the
college make the students competent and skilled in their own meticulous way. We never complacent with your
achievements; we keep raising the bar and motivate ourselves to achieve more. I congratulate all the students who
make use of these skill based course from the Government of India.
Shri R Ashok Kumar Mehta – Associate Secretary

Shasun Jain College has always been guided by its motto 'GO BEYOND'. Apart from being recognized as a highly
rated academic institution , it is becoming known for its many extracurricular activities also. Culture is what makes
a person more humane, civilized and capable of facing challenges boldly in a fast changing world. The Centre Of
Excellence for Art and Culture has been set up to fulfill these very ideals in a dynamic and artistic manner. With a
forward-looking Management, an exceptional Advisory Board, talented faculty and appropriate infrastructure,
variety of courses and activities are planned and will be executed successfully.
Dr. S. Padmavathi – Principal
From the dawn of Indian civilization Art has been meant to elevate human experience. It is not just for
entertainment, but to educate as well. Losing the self in a cosmic identity is the quintessence of Rasa. In these days
when mediocrity supersedes meritocracy, Mr Abhaya Kumar is to be applauded for creating a space for the Centre
Of Excellence, Art & Culture in association with MESC. Shasun Jain College has joined the national mission for
upgrading our country in skill development. It is important for the entire art world to be responsible for a smooth
continuity of Indian values, including the big and small screens. I offer my support to the Centre in exploring all
genres of art forms and wish the Centre all success.
Padma Bhushan Dr. Padma Subrahmanyam

Editorial Board
We begin the new academic year on a note of promise and hope, despite the pandemic continuing to haunt us.
Vaccinations no doubt, have shown the way forward. COEA&C continued to conduct several interesting
activities that kept the students, staff and public riveted, whether it was the Global Parents Day, Guru
Purnima, International Yoga Day, Alumni Series, Tribute to Tradition Series commemorating Bharat Ratna
Vidushi M.S. Subbalakshmi’s birth anniversary. Videos of music and dance performed by our own COEAC
interns were uploaded for both Vinayaka Chaturthi and Navaratri.
Our collaborations with unique organizations proved very successful: Spicmacay- The Great Masters Series
with Vidwan Prof T.V.Gopalakrishnan, The Young Researchers Forum Series with Nrithyodaya Academy of
Performing Arts, Mumbai, Yoga Day with Yoga Vahini. The International Collaborations were equally
gratifying. The International Adbhut Bharat Celebrations (ABC Series) with Bindi- Academy of Art & Culture,
Nantes, France under the High Patronage of the Embassy of India in France was inaugurated by His Excellency
Mr Jawed Ashraf, Ambassador of India to France & Morocco, with Dr. Padma Subrahmanyam, Padma Bhushan
Awardee. The other feather in our cap was the International Conference on Hindu Aesthetics in July 2021, with
Indic Academy. Scholars across the country presented well researched papers, moderated by Prof Nagaraj
Paturi, summarizing which, proved a great challenge for me.
All these have been capsulated in this issue. Welcome to our new Staff Member, Ms B. Yamini, as Dance
Coordinator and congratulations to all the COEA&C cultural scholarship awardees of 2021-22 and those
renewed this year.
Let us march ahead to promote our Indic Art and Culture.

Dr.Rajshree Vasudevan
Director,COE-A&C
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Ms.B.Yamini
Dance Co-ordinator
COE-A&C

Activities - June'21-Nov'21
Delphic Council Foundation Day (05.08.2021)

COEA&C led by Dr. Rajshree Vasudevan, became part of the Executive Council of The National Delphic
Council-Tamil Nadu. The Foundation Day Meeting, held in Shasun College was presided over by the
Secretary of the Council, Mrs. Ishrat Akhtar. The attendees were council members Dr. Rajshree
Vasudevan, Mr. Sanjay Bhansali, Nawabzada Mohammed Asif Ali, Mrs. Priya Murle, Mrs. Jayanthi
Ramachandra, Mr. Satish Jupiter and Mr. Yashwanth. Ms. Ishrat, in her introductory speech,
emphasized the importance of promoting talented artistes and artiste groups with potential but in
need of financial support. At the end of the meeting, all the council members in attendance signed the
MoU for the official registration of the Delphic Council of Tamil Nadu as an organization. The COEAC
Team comprising of Ms Srividhya, Ms Mahati & Ms Rithi organised all the arrangements for the event.

The Young Researchers Forum
TYRF - S19 - 04.06.2021
Young Researcher: Mahati Kannan
Expert: Dr. Bharat Gupt, Former Faculty, Delhi University
Topic: Bhava & Rasa in select plays of Shakespeare
The intent was to draw parallels between two literary legends, William Shakespeare & Shri Bharata
Muni. The researcher commenced with a short brief about sage Bharata and his theory of ‘rasa’. She then
moved on to explain the two different categories in Indian literature, namely ‘shravya kavya’ (literature
to be heard) & ‘drishya kavya’ (literature to be seen). The crux of the paper presentation was juxtaposing
five different types of ‘sthayi bhavas’ from Indian literature upon various characters conceived by
Shakespeare & making a comparative analysis between ‘bhava’/’rasa’ in Indian literature & the works of
Shakespeare.

TYRF - S20 - 18.06.2021
Young Researcher: Jaya. B
Expert: Dr. V.H. Krishnan, Former Guest Faculty, Philosophy & Yoga, University of Mumbai
Topic: The Concept of Pure Consciousness in Phenomenology & Yoga Darsana
‘A philosophical study of the structures of experience & consciousness, this presentation was a
comparative study between the concept of pure consciousness in phenomenology & yoga darsana.
An understanding of the significance and the definition of pure consciousness was first explained,
discussions with regards to an author Edmund Husserl and his celebrated book ‘The Ideas’;
deciphering and interpreting the same were also covered by the researcher. The expert also revealed
certain methods adopted by the scientific community for analysis in comparative philosophy.

TYRF - S21 - 02.07.2021
Young Researcher: S. Nagaranjitha
Expert: Prof. Varsha Muley, HOD - History, SIES College of Arts, Mumbai
Topic:Social Influence on Performing Arts during the Gupta Period
The session commenced with a glimpse into the Gupta empire, and a brief life history of the early
Gupta kings who ruled between the 4th and 6th century CE. Their rich cultural legacy, the
advancement in healthcare, science, technology, education, economics and fine arts are celebrated
even today. This was also the time when personalities such as Aryabhatta, Dhanvantri and Kalidasa
existed, a time when patrons of art, science & literature flourished. The expert gave her valid inputs
starting with how dance & drama were practiced by both men as well as women and how the
equality among men & women can be understood by studying coins from the Gupta age. She also
provided vital information about the temple architecture that flourished during epic times including
the lifestyle and mindset of the people in those ages.
TYRF - S22 - 16.07.2021
Young Researcher: Madhulika Srivatsa
Expert: B.N. Shashikiran, Co-Editor, Prekshaa Journal
Topic: Exploring Satvika Abhinaya in D.V. Gundappa’s MankutimmanaKagga
A short introduction to D.V. Gundappa, a doyen of Kannada literature & poetry was given by the
young scholar. Quintessential aspects about the significance of D.V. Gundappa’s most celebrated
piece of work, The MankutimmanaKagga were discussed; how his poems focus on several layers of
Indian philosophy and Indian philosophical thought were the key highlights. The expert further
elaborated upon the translation and artistic interpretation of the MankutimmanaKagga, he also
drew parallels between The Ramayana and The Mankutimmanakagga in an extremely articulate
manner.

The Young Researchers Forum
TYRF–S23 (13.08.2021)
Young Researcher: Parth Joshi
Expert: Dr. S.E. Bhelke, HOD - Philosophy, University of Pune
Topic: Nature of art experience: Hiriyanna’s Rasa Aesthetics
The session commenced with a brief discourse about the legacy of Rasa Aesthetics in
India and some interesting information about the development of literary, artistic &
aesthetic theorization was discussed. A glimpse into the life and works of Hiriyanna
was also provided, along with the interpretation of a few Sanskrit verses from
Hiriyanna’s Sanskrit texts.The crux of the presentation was largely the connection
between ‘rasasnubhava’ & the ‘parabrahmam’. The expert provided valid inputs
regarding the origin of aesthetic theories as explained by Bharata Muni in his
Natyashastra; the inherent prevalence of philosophy and reaching higher levels of
consciousness in aesthetic theories were also explained in an eloquent manner.

TYRF– S24 (27.08.2021)
Young Researcher: Akshay Ayre
Expert: Mehek Purohit, Founder - Chakli Art
Topic: Dance Illustrations - Tradition Meets Technology
The primary intent of this presentation was to reveal novel & creative methods of
pedagogy in dance with the use of technology. Vibrant Illustrations of our ancient
Indian concepts, ideologies, values & philosophy using the help of technology
facilitates greater understanding and a wider reach, especially making it appealing to
the youth of today. A brief comparison was also made between traditional and modern
methods of pedagogy.A few video illustrations were streamed to demonstrate the
advantages and the challenges of online teaching, especially in performing arts. This
was discussed and demonstrated in a very poignant manner by the researcher, thereby
bridging the colossal generation gap between an ancient classical dance form &
modern technology.

TYRF – Season 2 – Inaugural session (12.11.2021)
Chief Guest: Dushyanth Sridhar (Indian public speaker, Yatra guide, writer on topics
related to Sanathana Dharma)
Topic: Relevance of Ancient learning to modern times
The vibrant and versatile scholar commenced the session with comparing the Hindu
holy books to other religions, explaining its immeasurable role in every human’s life
referring to Swami Dayananda Saraswathi’s commonly used phrases in his lectures.
His speech on the topic was very relevant since he compared the ancient scriptures
with current, daily life conversations. Sri Dushyanth insisted on absorbing the right
and ignoring the wrong when it comes to either the ancient learning or the modern
practices. The most interesting example was the leadership quality of Sri Rama which
Stephen R Covey similarly stated in one of his famous books. In the Q & A session there
were many interesting questions from the students for which the scholar gave
convincing answers.

Day Celebrations
Global Parents day (03.06.2021)
A chance for people to appreciate & offer tribute to their parents for all the efforts they
make for their children when growing up, The Global Parents Day celebrations
commenced on a warm & tender note. Parents are an integral part of a person’s life &
help shape the personality of their children. The Management represented by Smt Usha
Abhaya Srisrimal & Smt Manju Dugar shared their experience as Grandparents, a role
close to their hearts. Shri. Ashok Kumar Mehta shared his enjoyable experience as a
great Grandfather. The Staff represented by the Principal, male & female faculty
members emphasised the inter-relation between teaching and parenting in college.
COEA&C Interns paid homage to their respective parents by performing ‘Paada Puja’ to
them, emphasising the significant place that a parent holds in a child’s life.They pass on
their legacies, protect and make endless sacrifices & to them we are eternally indebted.

Guru Poornima Utsav (24.07.2021)

The Guru Poornima Celebrations commenced on an auspicious note with a pooja, a
symbolic offering to ‘the guru’. In lieu of auspicious beginnings, the third issue of the
department’s newsletter was launched on this day, followed by a very holistic &
heartfelt speech by Smt Girija Seshadri, Sr. Principal & Correspondent, J.G.Hindu
Vidyalaya Matric Hr. Sec. School, Chennai on the importance of a guru and the
relationship between a guru and a sishya. The staff & student interns of COE- A&C also
paid homage to the legendary gurus of our land. This was followed by a brief
upanyasam performance by Kumari. Srishtika Sriram on the meaning & significance of
‘the guru’.

Tribute To Tradition Series-14 (16-09-2021)
Tribute to tradition series -14 was organised to commemorate the 106th Birth Anniversary of the
Bharat Ratna awardee Smt M S Subbalakshmi, held on 16th of September 2021. It was a virtual
event and various students participated by performing dance and music to compositions
popularised by her. Their videos were uploaded in Shri Shankaralal Sundarbai Shasun Jain
College's Facebook page and it was viewed and reviewed by various people. A beautiful portrait
of hers was presented by Ms.Sowmya, COE-A&C Intern.

Navaratri Nayaki Series (07.10.2021 - 15.10.2021)
In view of the Navaratri festival a nine days event was conducted to offer our obeisance to the
three goddesses, Durga, Lakshmi and Saraswathi. The inauguration was a grand ceremony, held on
the 7th of October 2021. Smt Radhika Muthukrishnan, a versatile carnatic singer, performed with
Shri Abhinav on the percussion & Ms Archana on the violin. The event took place in the seminar
hall where the interns of COE A&C performed for all the 9 days showcasing their gratitude towards
the three deities. The first 3 days in praise of goddess Durga the next 3 days in praise of goddess
Lakshmi and the final 3 days in praise of goddess Saraswathi.

Consultancy Service (30.10.2021)
Chethas & Apsaras Arts, Singapore released globally the magnus opus 'Shatha Ekaika Raga
Vaibhavam' by Guru Violin Maestro, Sangita Kalanidhi Guru A. Kanyakumari, Padmashri
Awardee, with her disciples & grand students across the globe. The interview of Vid Kanyakumari
by Smt Jayanthi, Musician was coordinated by COEA&C and recorded by our Shasun Media Team,
led by Mr Ebenezer & Mr Shyamakrishna in our Shoot Floor.

Alumni Series
Alumni Series-1 (17.07.2021)
The exuberant alumni series of July decided to create fellow entrepreneurs out
of our students. The facilitator Ms Snegha Kannan, Coventry University, U.K.,
unraveled the intricacies of entrepreneurship & what it takes to be an
entrepreneur. The facilitator narrated the story of her own start-up and the
session came to a jolly close with a bubbly question & answer session
between our fellow interns & the facilitator.

Alumni Series-2 (14.08.2021)
‘Ikigai’- The Japanese Way to a Happy & Peaceful Life! This book has been
quite popular amongst the youth & was also the subject of discussion of the
alumni series for the month of August. The facilitator Ms. Smriti Badri, an
ardent admirer of the book revealed her thoughts about the same and why it
is a ‘must read’ for all young minds of today.Skill development & selfdevelopment go hand in hand, if a person focuses on what they have to do,
sooner or later their ‘Ikigai’ is bound to appear in front of them.

Alumni Series-3 (18.09.2021)
The Alumni series of September decided to expose the students to Mandala Art
and its benefits. The facilitator Ms.Swaksha Damodaran played calm music after
which she began the construction of the Mandala. She also showed her journal
with Mandala drawings and differentiated between them and Zentangle, giving
many tips to draw a Mandala. It concluded with an interesting Q & A session
between the interns & and the facilitator.

Alumni Series-4 (30.10.2021)
The Alumni series of October conducted a Graphology session for our students.
Ms.Harini K started the session with an activity. Graphology is the analysis of
handwriting with an attempt to determine someone’s personality traits, and
she unraveled about the base lines, Slants, and Margins. The session came to a
jolly close with a Q & A session between our fellow interns and the facilitator.

International Webinar
ABC Series-1
'Adbhut Bharat Celebrations- Étonnante Inde' (09.10.2021)

Guests:
His Excellency Mr. Jawed Ashraf, Ambassador of India to France & Monaco
Dr Padma Bhushan Padma Subrahmanyam, Padma Bhushan Awardee, President Nrithyodaya, India
Prof Alkis Raftis, President, International Dance Council Official Partner of UNESCO Paris, France
ABC is an Indo French collaborative series, an educative exploration of Indian Cultural ethos under the High
Patronage of Embassy of India and France. The event was hosted by Dr Malini Ranganathan, Artistic Director,
Bindi Nantes, France and Dr Rajshree Vasudevan, Director, COE A&C, Shasun Jain College for Women, India. Both
the hosts introduced the two guests with Dr Malini welcoming the gathering and Dr Rajshree giving the concept
note for the day. Mr Abhaya Srisrimal Jain, Secretary, Shasun Jain College for Women, conveyed his felicitations
to both COEA&C and Bindi for curating this wonderful International ABC Webinar Series.
Mr. Jawed shared his thoughts about the importance of one’s commitment to Indian art. As an Indian, he stood as
a representative of the unity in diversity of our country, as revealed by concepts of Vedanta and Vasudeiva
Kutumbakam. He also said classical dance form is not just aesthetic expression but a deep spiritual expression.
He emphasised the centering of oneself in the performing and spiritual arts, literature, philosophy, culture,
religion, food cuisine and throw it open to the public. He finally said all of the above is possible only with
everyone’s support.
Dr Padma Subramanyam said that the topic was really close to her heart because of two reasons, her exposure
to history and her own personal experience. She beautifully interpreted the word culture using words of
Centenarian sage of Kanchi Shri Chandrasekharendra Saraswathi. Etymologically, it had its root in ‘cul’ common
to both Tamil & Sanskrit, probably in English as well. Often culture originated in some parts of the globe and
spread to other places yet it is a matter of pride that India has been recognised by many as a centre for culture
from ancient days. Dr. Padma comprehensively covered the multifaceted aspects of culture worldwide with
interesting examples like the Gypsies being the forgotten children of India, America as paathala in Hindu puranas etc. She concluded her speech sharing her personal experience of the power of culture, by which she received
great hospitality even in Karachi, being a dancer.
Prof Alkis Raftis, President, International Dance Council, (C.I.D-Official Partner of UNESCO Paris), France
extended his gratitude towards Dr Malini Ranganathan for inviting him to this invigorating event. He spoke
widely about the efforts of the C.I.D. in extending cooperation and patronage to the arts, across the world
through conferences, seminars, cultural events and collaborations.
Ms Srividhya, Staff COE-A&C, thanked all the esteemed guests for their presence and sharing their valuable
experiences with us.

International Webinar
ABC Series-2
'Adbhut Bharat Celebrations- Étonnante Inde' (20.11.2021)

Honourable Guests: Shri K V Rao President, SIFAS Singapore.
Shri Sandeep Virdee OBE Artistic Director, Darbar Festival, Leicester UK
Shri Surinder Chowdhury Director, Basant Bahar, San Francisco USA
Topic: Promoting Indian Dance and Music through organisations worldwide.
Mr. Naman Upadhyaya, of the Embassy of India in Paris appreciated the yeoman contribution of Dr.
Malini Ranganathan and Association Bindi towards promotion of Indian Art worldwide, especially
France. He outlined the vision & thrust of the Indian Government in holding aloft the Bharatiya flag
across the world. Dr. Malini Ranganathan welcomed the august gathering, outlining the credentials of
the eminent guests present. Dr. Rajshree Vasudevan as the co-host, in her concept note revealed the
reason for the session: to discuss the role of cultural organisations in promoting Bharateeya Culture
across the world.
Shri K V Rao started the session by explaining the history of Singapore Indian Fine Arts Society (SIFAS),
founded in 1949. He said that SIFAS, with over 2000 students with Pan-Indian curriculum of 15
disciplines, handled by both local and international faculties reached its position majorly, not by the
government of Singapore or India but by the people who migrated from Tamil Nadu and Kerala. They
also have introduced SIFAS app to make learning efficient. He concluded by saying that the current
pandemic has helped us innovate for better understanding and dissemination of art, physically &
mentally.
Shri Sandeep who established the Taal Rhythms of India, emphasised that people should be aware of
their traditional arts and feel proud to do so. Everyone must learn the Indian Arts which reveals true
knowledge of our Indian culture. He was the first one to introduce online learning methods for Tabla.
Our final guest Shri Surinder Chowdhury’s main aim was to motivate young people to become aware of
Indian fine & performing arts. He also described how the organizers, despite having to face a lot of
difficulties, manage to put up concerts in as best manner as possible.
Ms.Srividhya.S in proposing the Vote of Thanks expressed gratitude to the guests not only for their
presence but deep insights, helpful for future organisers.

Seminar, Conference & Workshop
Two day National Yoga Seminar (25.06.2021 & 26.06.2021)
The Two Day National Seminar on Yoga was celebrated with a lot of
fervour & excitement. The facilitators Smt. Saraswathi Vasudevan & Shri.
Parthasarathy Ramanujam gave an in-depth discourse with regards to the
innumerable physical & mental health benefits of yoga.The practical
session involved performing a few basic asanas for warm up and the
health benefits of those respective asanas were also explained. Yoga in
association with philosophy & existentialism was a very interesting topic
covered by our facilitator Shri. Parthasarathy Ramanujam, which was
indeed food for everyday thought & action.

Conference on Hindu Aesthetics (30.07.2021 & 31.07.2021)
The National Conference on Aesthetics, co-hosted by Indica Academy & COEA&C, had a
plethora of highly qualified speakers presenting papers on the various concepts &
theories of Hindu aesthetics. The importance of ‘rasa’ as existing in various forms of
art, literature and philosophy were the primary topics of discussion. Aesthetics in
‘Sanatana Dharma’ forms the edifice of our nation’s rich culture & heritage. It exists in
our lifestyle in forms that one often fails to observe. This conference proved to be a
classic eye-opener towards understanding what art in life is ultimately about. Dr.
Rajshree Vasudevan, Director, COEA&C did the summing-up of the entire 2 day
seminar, besides presenting a paper on Acharya Abhinavagupta’s Aesthetic Approach:
Awareness as Ananda’. Ms Mahati Kannan, Research Assistant, COEAC presented a
paper on ‘Hindu Aesthetics in the Folk Songs of Tamil Nadu with reference to Tinnai’

National Workshop - SPICMACAY
Phad Painting Workshop (10- 14, October 2021)
SPIC MACAY (Society for the Promotion of Indian Classical Music And Culture Amongst
Youth) is a non-political, nationwide, voluntary movement founded in 1977 by Dr. Kiran
Seth, Professor-Emeritus at IIT-Delhi who was awarded the 'Padma Shri' for his
contribution to the arts in 2009.
The 5-day intensive by SPICMACAY focused on inspiring the students to learn and
practice a new art form, Phad Painting. Mr. Prakash Joshi, a National Awardee and a
well-known artist in this field with great expertise, made the students feel comfortable
and the learning process easy.
80 students from both Shasun Jain College and Hindu Senior Secondary School
participated in the workshop. Mr.Joshi explained how the paintings beautifully tell
stories of various kings and their kingdoms. Though It was a very slow and steady
process the students were completely engaged. At the end of five days, they were
quicker and more comfortable with drawing than before. They showed great interest
and sent in their drawings after the workshop was over.

Cheers from Alumni
I have done a two years internship in COE (Art & Culture). These two years of internship gave me
wonderful experience. I’m very glad for the internship opportunity that was provided to me.
Working under The Director of COE (Art & Culture) Dr. Rajshree Vasudevan and Ms. Srividhya
Ma’am was a new learning period. Their advice made me learn about the workplace environment
and helped me in correcting my weaknesses, they both were wonderful mentors and also
provided support at any time. I also want to note the friendly environment over the team with
all enthusiastic interns. I have gained practical knowledge and skills which help me in my
professional career. More than work we all had some entertainment which we also enjoyed and
learned. I thank Dr. Rajshree Vasudevan and Mrs. Sri Vidhya ma’am for supporting me. I also
want to thank other faculties and interns who made this a fascinating internship.

Keerthana G

Lakshmi Priya

COE Art & Culture has been an important part of my college life. I was offered the role of an
intern coordinator. This role helped me take up leadership positions, coordinate and organize
events, and network with people from various walks of life. I had the opportunity and
experience of mentoring my juniors which helped me understand that there can never really be
an end to learning. With the pandemic taking a toll on the student lives , I decided to use this
period to gain more knowledge about the digital and technical world. Organizing events that
were completely online was a challenging task. There would be last minute organizational and
technical issues, but I learnt to think practically and developed enough presence of mind to
solve them. I thank Dr. Rajshree Vasudevan and Mrs. Srividhya for their continuous support
and guidance. They have been very warm and welcoming which made me feels comfortable
throughout.

Before I begin, I’d like to thank all the teachers and companions who stood by my side
throughout. Working for the COE- art and culture was a brain candy where I got to learn and
experience new things in an easy way. Every moment spent as an intern was immensely a
productive call. It’s surprising how much time it would take for me to complete a work at the
beginning which drastically came to half of the time earlier with each succeeding events. Thanks
to my mentors for showing me the right path and my friends for helping out with work, again.

Kajol

Cultural Scholarship
The students selected for COE- Art & Culture Cultural Scholarship for the year 2021-22

Ms.Yogni.S
I B.Sc Psy

Ms.Vishwasree
I B.COM CS

Ms.Shree Nigila Nataraaj
I B.Sc PSY

Ms.Vedasree
I B.COM A/F

Ms.Arya Nagarajan
I BSC COMPUTER SCIENCE

Ms.Keerthana.G
I M.Sc Psy

Ms.Mahati
I M.COM A/F

Editorial Board
Faculty Co-Ordinators : Dr.Rajshree Vasudevan, Director, COE-A&C
Ms.S.Srividhya, Staff, COE -A&C
Ms.B.Yamini, Staff, COE- A&C

Student Editor : Ms.Keerthana G, I Msc.Psychology
Student Co-Ordinators :

Ms.Saraswathi, III B.COM A/F
Ms.Sudharshana, II B.COM A/F

COE-A&C-Student Council-2021-22
MAUSMI .KT III B.COM GEN S1
ANANDAA PADMAJA S III BSC VISCOM S1
SARASWATHI . S III B.COM A/F S2
AARTHI.S III B.COM A/F S2
MANSI.V II B.COM GEN S1
APARNA S GIRISH II BSC COMP SCIENCE S1
SUDHA RAMJI II B.COM CS S1
JYOTHIKA II B.COM GEN S1

JANANI.KS II B.COM GEN S1
PREETHA .J II B.COM GEN S1
NANDHINI PRIYADARSHINI ASK II B.COM GEN S1
SATHYAPRIYA G II B.COMA/F S1
SUDHARSHANA.S II B.COM A/F S1
DIKSHITHA.R II BSC COMPUTER SCIENCE S1
KAVITHA .D II BSC COMPUTER SCIENCE S1
DEVAYANI.G II B.COM A/F S1

SARANYA .N II B.COM HONS S1
MAALAVIKA II B.COM CS S1
SWETHA .D II B.COM GEN S2
SAI SHRUTHI P II BA ENG S2
THARA .R II B.COM GEN S2
SOWMIYA .J II B.COM GEN S2
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